Abstrncl-The Karhunen-Lokve transform is a keg element of ditional KLT, for which the solution is presented in Section . . sources are observed) anda conditional KLT (where iome sources
. .
sources are observed) anda conditional KLT (where iome sources
In Section IV, we outline the implication of the above results act as side information) are posed and solved in a rate-distortion sense. The partial KLT leads to an original hit allocation problem, while the conditional KLT leads to a Wyner Ziv solution which is separable at the sourca.
of a distributed on a fully distributed KLT (of which the two previous are extreme points). This problem is similar mu~literminal lossy source coding, which is an open problem, and we conjecture that using partial and conditional KLT's achieves the best These two can be Seen Bs KLT.
known performance.
I. INTRODUCTION

THE PARTIAL KLT
ANY of the crucial contemporary applications involve distnbuted signal processing and communication. Con-
In this section, we study the problem of partial observation or subsamoling. deoicted in Figure . _ .
sider for example a scene-filmed by multiple cameras. Clearly, dard means such as the KLT can be employed. Suppose howevery camera. In this paper, we show how the concept of the KLT extends to such a distributed scenario. For a state of the the signals are correlated. If they are processed together, stanever that communication is expensive, and hence, that the signal processing must be done in a distributed fashion separately at art of the key results on the KLT, we refer to the excellent exposition in [l] . For the importance of distributed source coding and results on distributed compression, we refer to [Z] . Given that in the non-distributed case, the KLT is often the answer, it is natural to see to what extent there exists a distributed equivalent.
A first version of the problem appears if only some of the sources are observed, but all of them need to be reconstructed. We term this the partial KLT problem. In Section 11, we give a solution to this problem, showing that it leads to an original rate allocation problem. Note that this solution can also be used to decide how many and which sources need to be observed, given a certain rate.
A second version of the problem appears when certain sources are available at the receiver, a problem we call the con- sources of which only A! are sampled. We consider the vector X of N random variables, with zero mean and covariance matrix E.' We get to sample only A! of these. Without loss of generality, we assume that thefirsr A4 random variables are sampled, and we denote their vector by 
(3
The presence ofthe hidden pan X p -not observed, but to be reconstructed -alters the problem significantly. Two points of view are of particular interest to us: I ) Appro.riniarioii. The 114-dimensional vector X s of correlated random variables is approximated in a kdimensional space. What is the best such space? If there is no hidden part (AI = .V), the best choice is well known to be the eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest eigen\,alues of Cs. But if there is a hidden pan (Af < A'): it is not optimal simply to take the k largest eisenvalues of C.7 since the non-sampled pan may depcnd crucially on some of the smaller eigenvalues. In this section, we determine the optimal I;-dimensional space.
2) Compressioii. The Al-dimensional vector X S of correlated random variables is compressed using a total of R bits. What is the optimal compression for a +coder that wants to minimize the distortion EIIX -X/j2 = xi.=, ElXk -x k I 2 ? For the compression problem, our considerations are limited to the case where X is a vector ofjointly Gaussian random variables. If there is no hidden part (A4 = .V), the best compression is well known:
apply the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT). This gives A4 independent random variables that can be compressed separately from one another. The bits are divided up according to "water-filling": the stronger components receive more, the weaker less. But if there is a hidden part (41 < N ) , this is no longer optimal: some otherwise unimportant pan of X s may be vital for Xs-. In this section, we show that the solution is still given by the KLT, but that the bit allocation has to be modified. The main tool of this section is the parrial KLT: Definitioii 1: Theportid KLTofX is the KLT of its sampled
The transiormed version of X s is denoted by Ys = P X s .
Properties of the partial KL7: I ) Orthogonal transform
2) The components of Ys are uncorrelated. If X s is a vector of jointly Gaussian random variables, then they are independent. 
where A is a constant mauix, and V is a random vector independent of X s .
I ) Approsimatioii Problem:
The goal is to minimize the estimation error EllX
The key step is to rewrite this using 
,=1
For the complete proof, we refer to [31.
This theorem says that an optimal compression system is the one given in Figure 2 : Apply the partial KLT, and compress the components separately, using the appropriate bit allocation.
--. The appropriate bit allocation is found by solving the optimization problem of Theorem 2. For the standard case (Af = N), the problem can be solved, e.g., using Lagrange multipliers and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (see e.g. [4, p. 3481). The Kuhn-Tuckerconditions for the more general case Af < N are best such space if at reconstruction time, we know a random vector X s c which is correlated with .
'&?
This best I;-dimensional space can be determined easily using the conditional KLT.
2 ) Compression. The Af-dimensional random vector X s is compressed using a total of R bits for a decoder that has access to X s C . What is the optimal compression scheme? For A i = 1 and N = 2, the problem of Figure 3 subsampled case. Further details will be given in [3] .
and AT = V a r ( f i l X s~) .
1) Orthogonal transform
2) The components of the vector YS are conditionally uncorrelated given Xs.. If X is a vector of jointly Gaussian random variables, then they are conditionally inde-
T H E CONDITIONAL KLT
In this section, we study the scenario of Figure 3 . This is (in some sense) the complement of Figure 1 : Here, the nonencoded random variables are known nerfectlv to the decoder.
~~~ ~> -~~.
penueni. whereas there, they were not known at all. Intermediate cases will be outlined in the next section and studied in [3] . By anal-1)Approximarion Problem: The goal is to minimize the conditional distortion ElllXs -Xs/l*jXs.]. The key step is to from Property 2). The last expression can be rewritten in terms of the conditional variances A: , yielding:
The best k-dimensional approximation space for the side information problem of Figure 3 is composed of the k conditional eigenvectors (rows of C) corresponding to the k largest conditional variances AT. For a detailed proof, see [3] .
2 ) Compression Problem. The discussion is limited to the case where X is a vector of jointly Gaussian random variables.
The following relationship holds:
where U is a Gaussian random vector independent of Xs..
Hence, in the Gaussian case, the conditional KLT is simply the standard KLT ofthe random vector U .
From the results of [SI, 161, the smallest R (in Figure 3) Tlieorern 4: The rate-distortion function for the problem with side information, illustrated in Figure 3 , is given by where the minimum is over all Di satisfying I : : , Di 5 D.
For a complete proof, see [3] . This result has also been found in the context of Gaussian sources with memory [7].
The theorem says that the compression problem of Figure  3 can be optimally solvcd by the system shown in Figure 4 : A conditional KLT, followed by separare compression of each component (using the techniques described in [SI). IV. THE DISTRIBUTED KLT The settings of Figures 1 and 3 are not truly distributed settings: In both cases, there is only one encoder and only one decoder.
A more interesting scenario is with rwo encoders and one decoder: In Figure 3 , add a second encoder, namely for XS.. The decoder receives both codewords, and has to reconstiuct X.
What are the best achievable rate pairs for the two encoders?
For the case M = 1 and N = 2, the best known region was given in [SI. Our conjecture is that the extension of this region can be achieved by a system that uses combinations of partial and conditional KLT's on the two sets of random variables. We call these combinations the distributed KLT. This will be further studied in 131. Another interesting setting is with two encoders and rwo decoders. Simple instances of this can be solved immediately using the results of this paper. Take for example Figure 1 and add a second encoder, namely for Xs.. The output of this second is observed only by a second decoder. Then, each encoder applies a partial KLT to its observed random variables, followed by the appropriate bit allocation, given by Theorem 2.
